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Data from a national study of communication apprehension (CA) in pharmacy students indicate that the
proportion of high CA students in many of our pharmacy schools is higher than the general population average of
one out of five people. High CA individuals will tend to avoid communication much of the time. Since projected
new roles for pharmacies lean heavily on both communication ability and desire, having large numbers of high
CA people going into practice may not be in the best interest of the profession. Systematic desensitization (SO)
and cognitive restructuring (CR) are two methods that have been used to successfully "treat" CA. A formal SO
and CR program, along with classroom instruction, was developed to alleviate the problem. Results indicate
encouraging and substantial reductions in CA as a result of these interventions.

Previousstudies have defined the concept and problems associ-
atedwithcommunicationapprehension(CA)(I-5). Oneout of
five people in the population as a whole are severely com-
munication apprehensive(3). Data from a national study of
communication apprehension in pharmacy students indicate
that the proportion of high CA students in many of our pharmacy
schools is considerably higher.3 The high apprehensive will
tend to avoid communication much of the time. Since projected
new roles for pharmacists lean heavily on both communication
ability and a desire to communicate, having large numbers of
high apprehensives going into practice may not be in the best
interest of the profession.

In response to pharmacy's projected new roles, many
schools of pharmacy have instituted, or are planning com-
munication courses. These courses are primarily skills oriented.
Havinggood skills does not necessarily reduce communication
apprehension. Since CA is cognitive (and often irrational),
s~illstraining will not help the problem of the high CA student.
In fact, "forcing" a student to demonstrate commuriication
~kills in the classroom can make the problem of the high
apprehensiveworse rather than better(6,. Therefore, a dilemma
exists. Pharmacy students certainly need to acquire certain
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communication skills and competencies before they enter the
practice setting. yet the high CA student may actually suffer
from this type of training alone. A solution is to employ methods
in a classroom setting that will reduce or alleviate much of the
anxiety of the high CA student before or during skills training.
Systematic desensitization (SD, and cognitive restructuring
(CR) have been used to treat other cognitive problems such as
text anxiety, vaginismus, stress, and guiltO-101. Since over-
coming high CA requires either clinical or quasi-clinical meth-
ods(6), SD and CR have been used successfullyto reduce
communication apprehension(11-16).

Systematic desensitization involves a program of deep mus-
cular relaxation paired with a communication apprehension
hierarchy. The reason SD works is quite simple. As Goldberg
points out, "Much of what we feel as anxiety is our reaction to
body sensationscausedby muscle tension and constricted blood
flow. . .It is not possible for muscles to be both tense and
relax.ed at the same time. . .relaxation and tension are com-
peting responses. Both can be learned, and the strength of one
will inhibit the other as a response to a discrete set of stim-
uli. "(9) Therefore, if a person can be taught to be cognitively
aware of muscle tension. and relax muscles in the presenceof
anl'iety producing stimuli, anxiety will be reduced as a result.

- Cognitive restructuring, as well as SD, is based on learning

theory. Cognitive restructuring involves getting people to real.
ize that they have learned (been conditioned) to think negatively
about themselves and teaching them to think positively. CR
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relies on making people aware of their own negative ~tatement~.
behaviors. and cognitions and then asking these people to

, change these negative statements into positive onc~( IJ I. Finally
CR also attempts to change a person's cognition about the
communication process.

A pharmacy communication course employing SO. CR and
skills training was developed in thc Fall of 19MI at West
Virginia University (WVU) and further modified at Auhurn
Univcrsity in 1982. This paper dcscribes an 'account of that
course and implementation procedures for the SO program. In
addition. the impact of the course and the programs are
presented.

METHODOLOGY

The subjects in this study included all students enrolled in the
WVU School of Pharmacy's required course entitled. "Pro-
fessional Aspects of Pharmacy Practice."4 It is a semester long
(15 weeks). three credit hour course for second-year pharmacy
students (fourth college year). A total of 60 students were
enrolled. The class was divided in half alphabetically into
Tyesday and Thursday sections. Each section was broken down
funher. later in the semester. when relaxation training and
role-playing began. Each section was taught by the same in-
!otructorand met approximately two and one-half hours each
week. Smaller sections were necessary to "personalize" the
class. Students in each section were asked not to discuss the
activities in their section with students in other sections. Attend-
ance in the class was mandatory. Students were told that each
unexcused absence would cost them a letter grade.

The CA levels of the students in the study were determined
by the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension
(PRCA) (see Appendix A). which is the most widely used
measure of CA. The 24 item PRCA measures communication
apprehe!,!sion in four contexts: Ii) group: (ii) meeting; (iiiJ
dyadic; and (i~')public speaking..The population mean for the
total score on the instrument (based on N = 10.000) is 65.6 with
a standard deviation of 14.1. High CA is defined as a score of79
and above or approximately one standard deviation above the
mean. The PRCA has been demonstrated to the highly reliable
and valid(2.3). S Internal reliahility for this sample of pharmacy
students was 0.92. Test-retest reliability in a previous study was
0.76. which indicated the stable enduring nature of CA(..J),

The PRCA was administered in each section on the first day
of class. All students completed the instrument. No explanation
of the instrument or its purpose was given to the students. They
were simply told that it would be explained to them at the end of
the semester. At the end of the fifteen week semester. the same
students filled out the PRCA again in order to estimate what
effects. if any. the course had on reducing communication
apprehension.

COURSE CONTENT AND EXPERIMENTAL
INTERVENTION

Systematic desensitization. a nonclinical type of cognitive re-
structuring. and a form of assertiveness training were all em-
ployed. Along with these methods. actual cOl1ullunicatiun~kills
and techniyues were discussed. demonstrated and practiced.

Table I presents a week to week activity account of the
course. In Week6 each sectionwas furtherdividedintothree
subsections for the last hour of the class. Subsection I (in each
section) consisted of students identified as highl) com-
municaton apprehensive. those with a PRCA score of 79 and
above (S C~ 161. Subsection II was composed of students with
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Table I. Course activity account
Weekes) First 90 minutes Last 60 minutes

2
3

Filluut PRCA: ~lcyer-Urigg~:
Overview lIf ClIur\C; Read. di~cu~s
"Uirth"; Mc;aninl!lIf words,

Slud!:nl iOlroducli()n~

Film. "Whal You arc Is Where

you Were When"

Barri!:rs 10 pharmacy
communication ~1eyer-Briggs groups

101m10SD program

SD training.
Role playing

SD training.
role playing

SD training.
role playing

SD Iraining.
role playing
View. discu~s
video lapes
Nonverbal
communicalion

4

5

6
Transactional analy~i~

Tran~cript. Inference Mory

7
8

9

Discussion of books

Exam

to Medical inlerview

11-14 Speech presentations

15 Speech presentations

PRCA scores of greater than 60 but less than 79 (N =2..J).
Students in Subsection 111had PRCA scores of 59 or less
(N =20). Students in Subsection 1and I( were required to enter
into a systematic desensitization (SO) program consisting of
deep muscular relaxation combined with a communication
anxiety hierarchy. The procedure employed was that outlined
by McCroskeye15).

Two Speech Communication PhO candidates and a pro-
fessor in behavioral phannacy were trained simultaneously to
administer the SD program. bOne PhD candidate administered
the SD program to the Tuesday Subsection I. the other PhD
candidate worked with the Thursday Subsection I. The pro-
fessor worked with both of the Subsection I( groups.

The main course instructor took both Subsection III groups
into videotaped role play situations (skills training) while the
other subsections were in the SO program. All students in the
SD program were told they could leave that program and enter
into Subsection 111where students were doing role plays at such
time as they would feel comfortabledoingso.

WEEKLY COURSE ACTIVITIES AND CONTENT AREAS

Week I. Duringthefirstdayofclass. and before an overview of
the course was given. the students completed the PRCA: fol-
lowcd by administration of the Meyer-Briggs Personality 100'en-
torye17). After an introduction to the course was given. whi(h
included a discussion of communication apprehension. the
students were asked to read a poem (Appendix B). Their
reactions to the ~m were sought. Students felt that the poem

~Wilhin Ih~ wvu phannaL"Y CUITlL'ulum, cummUniCJlion sl.:ills are a "Onl-
p"nenl dunll~ Ihe ,,:c,lIld prufe"l"nal year.

~Whllc: Ihis <ju~sl"lI\nalr~ IS dC:M~ned as a measure of Ihe subje':ls' cognllivc
on~nlalion h'''' ard cummull1cali,'n and Is 1101a mea'un: of of aCluat bcha\ ior.

numerous sludl~s ha\'~ IIIdleah:d Ihe high a,soclali,'n of Ihe ~ores on Ihe
PRCA ",ilh a':luat ,',lInmUllicalhln bcha\ IUr. II h panicularly highly assuci-

JI~d wilh JmUUnl ollall, in ",hi.:h Ihe individual is '" illing 10 produce and Ihe
Iil.:dih'KId III an in<.ll\lJual "'ilhJra"'lIIg from or J\lliding commull1caliu"
siIUaIiOns(2..1.17I,

hll 1~l.:es approx.maldy line hour 10 Irain an individu;11 10 ~ <jualificd "II"
""lIIpclcnlllll adnulII,lcnng a ,~,lcm~li.: <.Ie..:nsill/allon prugram.
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wasvery strange and somewhat sadistic. When told the title of
thepoemwas "Binh," and the poem reread. their impression of
the poem was quite different. The purpose of this exercise was
to point out that words have no inherent meanings. and that
people and context give words meaning. Additional examples
and discussion of this concept provided a beginning tl} the

cognitive restructuring process. .
Week 2. The entire sessionwas spentallowing the students to

get to know each other Ocller,. The stud~nls were randOl.nly
paired in dyads and asked to mteract with each other. Each
stUdentwasaskedto introduce the other to the class. They could
stayseatedor stand. whichever was more comfortable for them.
Studentscould ask each other anything they wanted. However.
eachstudenthad to identi fy what made them happy. angry. sad.
and what they felt they could do better than most people.

The purpose of this session was to provide a dyadil' inter-
actionexperienceand personalize the class. Moreover. it forced
all students to make at least one positive statement about
themselves(cognitive restructuring). Students reported verbally
that they enjoyed the session. In fact. the overwhelming re-
sponsefrom the classwas that it was unfortunate that they didn't
get to know each other better before this.

Week 3. The film. "What You Are Is Where You Were
When" was shown(l8). The film deals with the formation of
values. In particular. the film looks at what major events
affected the values of people from the age of 10 through 60,
whenthey were 10yearsold. A discussion of the material in the
film followed. The major conclusion of the film and the dis-
cussionwas that values impact considerably on the behavior and
communication of people. In addition, two people can have
diametrically opposed values. yet they can both be corn:ct in
their views. Acceptance of this concept is part of the cognitive
restructuring process.

Week4. The first ninety minutes of class were spent on a
discussion of barriers to effective communication in patient-
pharmacist. phannacist-physician relations. Topics included
language barriers. jargon. ego battling, privacy, and so on.

The remaining time involved putting the students into
groups according to their Meyer-Briggs profiles. although the
students were unaware that the groups were not randomly
selected.The studentswere told that all of them neededakidney
dialysis machine. but only one person per group would get it.
the rest would die. The group. as a group. had to decide who
wouldget the machine. .

The groups composed of "emotional" processors laughed.
never really got serious. and inevitably ended up drawing
straws. They felt it was ridiculous to make this kind of a
decision. The "rational" processors made lists of "worth to
society" to decide who got the machine.

Based on the Meyer-Briggs profiles. the instructor accu-
rately predicted what each group would do. The students were
amazedthat prior to group discussion. the instructor was able to
accurately predict their behavior, and that the groups made
decisions in such different ways. The "emotional" processors
couldn't understand how anyone could make lists when evalu-
ating human life. The "rational" processors could not under-
stand why anyone would want to have their life decided by
drawing straws. .

Thi.sexercise was another important step in the cognitive
restructuring process. The purpose was to point out that human
behavior. under relatively controlled conditions. is quite pre-
dictable. It was puinted out that being "predictabk." may be a
positive attribute in that others expectations woulll then be
consistent with bcha\'ior. Finally. and most importamly, this

exerciseeffectively demonstrated to the students that people
really do process infonnation differently. It was stressed that
there weren't right or wrong ways to resolve the problem with
which they were confronted.

Week S. Transactional analysis (T A) was the topic of dis-
cussion for this week. The lecture focused on game playing.
manipulative behavior and the fonnation of the I'm Not OK-
You're OK life position( 19). Crossed. complementary and
ulterior transactions were illustrated. The nonverbal behavior
that accompanied parent. adult and child ego states was also
demonstrated.

The purpose of teaching transactional analysis was to give
the studentsa tool to help them understand how to communicate
more effectively. They were told that TA was not at all a
complete explanation of human behavior. Emphasis was placed
on confroming game playing and identifying ego states.

The last hour was spent on an introduction to the systematic
desensitization program. All studentswere exposed to a session
of deep muscular relaxation paired with a few items on the
anxiety hierarchy. The reasons for introducing the SD program
to all students was to give them an idea what was involved. In
addition. there is a tendency for students to be somewhat
uncomfortable. and hence. "giggly" when they are exposed to
a very different technique as this, The initial session was to help
them get over this initial uncomfortable feeling. Moreover. it
was pointed out to all students that communication apprehen-
sion is not an affliction. It is not good or bad; it just is.
Therefore, skills training was not more important than anxiety
reduction. or vice versa.

Week 6. The students were asked to read a transcription of a

tape-recordedgroupdiscussion. They were asked to make sense
out of it. even though the transcipt lacked punctuation. They
found this task somewhat difficult. but did manage. The tran-
script involved a conversation between an instructor and phar-
macy students about inappropriate prescribing. Communication
constantly was ineffective in the transcript. This exercise was
employed to identify why it was ineffective and what could be
done to improve the situation. The class found the exercise to be
quite useful. This exercise took one hour.

In the next half hour. students were read a four sentence
story (see Appendix C). They were asked to respond to six
statements about the story as either true. false. or "?" if the
story did not provide the infonnation asked. The story was
repeated after the initial reading. The responses to each state-
ment were quite varied. as predicted.

This exercise was used to reinforce the notion that words
have no inherent meaning. The students constructed their own
reality about the story from their values and past behavior.
Hence. the outcomes were different in responding to the six
statements. Again. this exercise employed the use of cognitive
restructuring.

During the last class hour. the groups were divided into their
subsections. Subsection I and II went into the SD program with
their instructors and Subsection III went into role-playing with
the course instructor. The last class hour of weeks 6 through 10
was handled in an identical manner.

The students involved in the role-playing sessions (low
CA's) were taken to a videotape studio where a mock pharmacy
was set up. Each of these students was required to do a role play
as either a patient. physician or a pharmacist. They were
videotaped and then the role play was constructively reviewed
by the class and instructor. Transactional analysis. assertiveness
training and other methods were incorporated into the rule plays
and their evaluations. Individual attention and some coaching
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was given to each student. An attempt was made to deal with
. each student's apprehension on an individual basis. The role

plays done in Tuesday's Subsection III were different than those
of Thursday's Subsection III. Later in the semester, each section
would view the other's role plays. A sample role play and its
objectives is shown in Appendix D.

Weeks 7 and 8, Three books were required reading for the
course: (i) Your Errolleous ZOlles(20); (ii) I'm OK-You're'
OK(l9); and (Ui) Whelll Say No I Feel Guilty(21). These two
weeks were used to discuss the "philosophies" espoused in
these books. As important as the content of these books was the
vast differences among the students' opinions on the utilities of
any given book. Students had especially strong and diverse
reactions to Dyer's Your Errolleous ZOlles. It was important to
emphasize to the students how their values affected their opin-
ionof the book. It wasalso important to point out that all of them
were equally "correct" in their opinions.

Whell I Say No I Feel Guilty formed the foundation of
assertiveness training. Many of the techniques taught were used
in the role plays. All of the books and subsequent discussions
ga~e the students tools they could use to prevent others from
manipulating them in order to obtain "equality" in com-
munication with others. They helped provide a feeling that they
had a right to equality in communication.

Week 9. An open book, open note essay exam was given
during the first ninety minutes. The remaining hour involved the
SD program and role playing as mentioned previously.

Week 10. Students read an interview between a physician
and a new patient. 7 The physician was both condescending and
manipulative. The patient was very nonassertive (see Appendix
E). Techniques discussed in class and in the books were used to
construct a more caring, empathetic communicative interaction
between the patient and physician.

Weeks 11through 15. Each student was required to present a
talk to the students in their section. This assignment was
described as the opening 5-10 minutes of a longer talk. Students
could choose from a topic list provided by the instructor or have
a topic of their own approved. In either case. students had to
identify to what audience they would actually present the talk.
For example, a talk on birth control to a PTA group might be
quite different than the same topic given to high school students.
Both the students (actual audience) and the instructor evaluated
the presentations on a rating instrument. The instrument was
given to the students at the beginning of the semester so they
would know how they would be evaluated.

While some comments were made after each presentation,
all students were required to see the instructor indi\'idually in
order to find out their presentation score. In this manner. the
instructor could privately discuss the presentation with the
student in a calm. relaxed atmosphere.

For Weeks II through 14 the videotapes that the Thursday
section made were shown to the Tuesday section land vice
versa) for the second half of the class. While many of the
students did not physically participate in the role playing be-
cause they had been in the SD program. this allowed them to
observe and discuss some necessary communication skills.
Admittedly, their lack of actual role playing participation was a
weakness of the course in that high CA students did not receive
this opportunity for practicing their communicatiun skill~.'
rime did not pennit another arrangcmcnt. Howevcr. reducing
.:ommunication apprehension was as important a course gl)alas
skills training. In addition. the role playing group recei\ed
JddllillOalskills tramlng by viewing thl' othcr sectiun's tapes.
I he last hour uf Wcek 15 was spent on a formal lecture on
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nonverbal communication. Students also completed the PRC.-\
post test.

During all phases of the course the students were constantlv
reminded by all instructors that what they were receiving wer~
tools. In order to change their behavior and cognitions thc\
needed to practice using these tools outside of the classroom. it
was especially emphasized to the high and moderate CA groups
that CA is learned and that the SD program and techniques had
to be reinforced by them outside of the classroom.

The SO PROGRAM

Before pursuing a discussion of the results, a more complete
explanation of the SD program is in order. To put a programinto
full operation. it is essential to first identify those individuals

. who need treatment. This can be done by using the PRCA. It is
recommended that students with scores of 52-70 be included in
one group and those with scores of 70 and above be included in
another group. Because students will have to complete an
anxiety hierarchy (see Appendix F), it will take students with
higherCAscoreslonger.Therefore,it isnota goodideatohave
mixed groups. In the 52-70 group it has been found that it will
take students two or three weeks (one 50 minute session per
week) to complete the hierarchy and fiveor six weeks for the 70
and above group.

In general. administration of the SD program requires a
small quiet room (per group). comfortable chairs, a tape re-
corder, and the relaxation tape. \} Small groups of individuals are
optimal. The most essential ingredient in the administration oi
the systematic desensitization program is comfortable seating.
Individuals are asked to relax. and these are individuals for
whom relaxation is not easy. Thus, the more comfortable the
seating, the easier it will be to relax the people.

The general procedure for operating the program is rather
straightforward. Subjects should be seated in c~mfortable chairs
and told by the trainer to lean back, close their eyes and relax.
Room lights should be either dimmed or turned off. Because
subjects must keep their eyes closed during the training session.
individuals wearing hard contact lenses should be prepared to
take them out.

Trainees should be told that whenever they feel tension once
the relaxation tape has been played. they should indicate that
tension by raising the index linger of their right hand. In this
way. responses are kept confidential between trainer and
trainee.

After the trainer is certain that this instruction is clear, the
relaxation tape should be played. When it is completed. the tape
recorder should be quietly unplugged. and the trainer should
continue to give relaxation instructions similar to those on thc
tape.

The trainer should check to make sure all subjects arc
awake, even though their eyes are to remain closed. Tell the
trainees that when their namc is called. they should indicate thai
they hear it by raising the index linger on their right hand.
Because J deep state of relaxation can be achic\'cd. some
subjects may fall asleep. Ifa trainee docs not respond when their
name is called. quietly and gcntly tap the trainee on his/hcr ankh:
or foot. Then give another minUte of so of relaxation
instructions.

It is now time to begin administratiun of the communicatil\n
'W.!.:m;. E.~t.. pap.:r pn:,enlcd .II Ihe Siudeni Arncm:an Pharrna.:eulI':.I1
A,,,x:ialion Rel!i,mal ~kclinl!. C,IIUlllbu' OH. FdlruOlr\.. 19MI

"In Ihe cuur~ de'vcloped .II Auburn L:/IIVeNI~ 0111~luJCnl~ p.utll:lpah:d In rok
plays and ,IIIter SIOIUIOlll<lfhafler re.:el\ in~ lit. SD rro~rOlm.

"C'IPle. ollhe rcla.l.alll.n lape arc: a\all.lbk Irullline aUlhur .II $5 IXIper cur~
\Ia~e dle.:b pa>able .n Auburn l'nl\cr"IY S.:tt.Io.,101 rttOlrrnOl..Y
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apprehension hierarchy. The first item on the hierarchy should
~. presenh...Jto the subjects by the trainer and then he should
remain silent for a period of 15seconds. If any trainee indicates
anxiety during that 15seconds, the trainer should ask al1of the
uainees to put the image of the anxiety stimulus out of their
mindsand concentrate on relaxation. He shouldcontinue to give
relaxation instructions for a period of 15 to 30 seconds. After
that time, he should again ask the subjects to visualize the.
anxiety stimulus. If the 15 second period elapses with no .'
indication of anxiety from any trainee. the trainees should be
asked to put the image out of their minds and go back to
relaxing. The trainer again gives additional relaxational instruc-
tions for about 15 to 30 seconds. After that time the anxiety
stimulus should again be administered with a pause of 30
seconds. If any trainee indicates anxiety during the 30 second
period. the trainees should be asked to put the image out of their
minds and go back to relaxing and receive more relaxation
instructions. This procedure is continued until it is possible for
all trainees in the group to visualize the anxiety stimulus for 15
seconds without indication of anxiety and for 30 seconds with-
out indication of anxiety. When sequential 15 and 30 second
interValshave been completed with no indication of anxiety. the
trainer may then go on to the second anxiety stimulus in the
communication apprehension hierarchy. This procedure is con-
tinued until the end of time for treatment at a given setting or
until the hierarchy is completed.

Sessions should last no more than 50 minutes to an hour.
includingthe time used in listening to the relaxation tape. As the
time for completion nears, the trainer should go down the
hierarchy to the last stimulus which the trainees successful1y
completed with no anxiety indication. This stimulus should be
prl'sented with a 60 second pause by the trainer. If no trainee
indicates anxiety during this period. treatment may be termi-
natedwith the assurance that al1subjects wil1leavethe treatment
session in a low state of arousal. If any trainee indicates anxiety
during this period. the trainer should move back to still a less
anxiety provoking stimulus that has been successfully com-
pleted and administer it for a 60 second period.

Treatments should be continued for a preset number of
sessions, such as 5 to 7. This will normal1y permit the com-
pletionof the anxiety hierarchy by al1trainees. At this point the
trainees should be asked again to complete the PRCA. Those
individuals with scores 60 or below should be considered cured
and should be removed from treatment. Those individuals who
still report moderate to high levels of communication apprehen-
sion should be fonned in new groups and treatments should
continue for another 5 to 7 sessions. At that time. the individual
again should be asked to complete the PRCA. By this point.
almost al1 trainees wil1 have overcome their communication
apprehension. However, some individuals do not respond to
systematic desensitization. This small number (probably less
than 5 percent) might be encouraged to seek professional as-
\istance from a psychologist.

Although the research indicates that theeffects of sy~tematic
Je~en!>itilationare maintained for extended periods of time. if
the program is an ongoing one. it would be uscful to reinforce
the effects of systematic desensitization on communication
apprehen~iunfor thu~e individuals who have been identified as
cured by giving them single session treatments at 3 to 6 munth
1/1I~rvabfor the fullo\\ ing year or two.

DETERMINING THE EFFECTS OF THE PROGRAM

AllYprogram that involves the outlay of timc or money hy a
\(hool or hu\ine~...\hould he ...ubjectcdto a sy...tclllaticprogram

evaluation. A program of systcmatic desensitization for com-
munication apprehension should be no exception. Although
there is no reason to believe that a program implc:mentedin the
manner discussed above would not be extremely successful. it
still should be put to the test.

There arc at least three ways of evaluating a program of
systematic desensitization for communication apprehension
that seem to be appropriate. The first method is analgous to the
procedures which have been employed in the research on
systematic desensitization. This procedure involves admin-
istnltion of the PRCA to people who have been treated and to
people who have not been tre:lted but who. on earlier tests.
indicated that they were in need of treatment. Not everyone who
is offered treatment accepts it. Thus. in any school or business
there will be people who have volunteered for ueatment who are
in other ways comparable. If the scores on the PRCA are not
substantially lower for (hose who rece;ve treatment than (hose
who have not. this would indicate that the treatment has been
unsuccessful.

But systematic desensitization for communication appre-
hension is not merely designed to lower anxiety scores on the
PRCA. Presumably. if communication apprehension is re-
duced. there should be other behavioral manifestations. In the
school environment observations by the students' instructors
could be usefully employed as an evaluation tool. Inshort. their
instructors can simply be asked whether or not they have
observed any difference in the behaviors of these people. In the
business atmosphere, ratings by superiors or more district
measures of productivity can serve as a useful evaluation tool.
RESULTS

As pointed out earlier, any student in Subsection lor II who felt
that the SO program was not helping or had helped enough was
permitted to join Subsection 111.After three weeks of the SD
program. some students did move to Subsection Ill. However.
only students in Subsection II (PRCA scores greater than 60. but
less than 79) did so (,V=g). Fourteen more Subsection II
students dropped out after the fourth week when the hierarchy
was completed. Two students returned for a lifth week. All
students in Subsection I remained for the full six weeks.

Table 11.Mean communication levels before and after
exposure to course

Mean (N)

Before After 6.
Student's Wilcoxon

( T*

All,
Students'

HiCA
Groupb

'p < 0.00I.
hp< 0.0001.
'p < O.lKIO:!.
~p <0.0005

69.15(60) 58.12(60) \1.03 5.46 5.46<

89.06(16) 70.25(16) 18.81 7.24 3.2<J1

Table 11reports both "Before" and ..After"meanPRCA
scores for all students and the high CA group. The obtained
range was 42-114. Since PRCA scores of 79 and ahove are
considered high CA. 27 percent ( 16 out of 60) of the studcnts in
this study were classified as high CA. Onc out of four students
was severely communication apprehensivc before exposure to
the cour~e. and presumably would have become a high CA
pharmacist if not trcated. This proportion is in the normal range
fur pharmacystudents.but higherthan the generallx!pulation
purtion of one out of live.

The student' s (-test ha\cd upon paired dependent ohscr-
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"ations. was used to determine if exposure to the cour!>e!>ig-
nificantly reduced CA in all students and in the high CA group
b;.l~edupon the students' change scores. A reduction in CA
would result in lower PRCA scores. Table II illu!>tratesthat
exposure to the course did. indeed. reduce CA significantly for
all ~tudents and for the high CA group alone. 10

Since the PRCA scores are based on data collected from
Likert scales. a non-parametric test also was used to analyze the.
data. The Wilcoxon Sign Rank procedure was feluo be appro-.'
priate since non-parametric procedures are not sensitive to
outliers in the data. These results. like that of the student's (-test.
also indicate that exposure to the course produced significant
reductions in communication apprehension (See Table 11).

It should be noted that 12out of the 16(75 percent) high CA
students ended up with PRCA scores below 80 at the end of the
course. In addition, the mean score for the group was well
"ithin the norn1al range at the end of the semester.

The lack of a control group raises the test-retest issue(15). In
other words. could the observed reduction in CA be a result of
simply readministering the PRCA'?Previous studies have look-
ed at this problem(2.3.13). Although in previous studies some
reduction in PRCA scores did occur with no intervention (3.5
units). the reductions were significantly less than the reductions
achieved through the use of intervention techniques. The pre-
sent ~tudy had an average reduction in PRCA scores of ap-
proximately II units overall and 19units for high CA students.
Moreover. when the same instructor taught this course to the
previous class without using the SD program. the change scores
were substantially lower(5).

An observation was consistently made when students came
in to find out their speech presentation scores. Those students
with high CA. but good skills consistently expressed surprise
"hen told their presentation was evaluated positively. In other
words, they undervalued their own skills. These were people in
the high CA. high skill group. Pharmacists in this group. that are
not treated. will avoid communicating because they won't
believe they have the skills. either. This condition is not con-
ducive to the development of the profession or its clinical role.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Communication apprehension is a very real problem. High CA
peuple, ifleft untreated. could become tomorrow's pharmacist!.
with severe CA. posing a problem for the profession.

Systematic desensitization. in conjunction with classroom
instruction. cognitive modification aad assertiveness training of .

the type outlined above. appears to be an effective method of
reducing CA. The techniques employed in this study can be
learned easily by instructors in colleges of pharmacy. This study
demonstrated that a communication course based on these
approaches could be developed to reduce communication ap-
prehension in pharmacy students. All of these results are par-

"'\( ,huuld be nOled Ihal mean PRCA scores for sludenls in Subseclion II

Jfdppcd ,ignificanlly (P < 0.1)05). The average change for Ihis group was 7
un,h Mean I'RCA ,.:ore, for sludenb in Sub,eetiun III drupped II Ulllls
1/'< 0,0011. Thercfllfe. low CA sluden" (Subseclion 1111.who were nOI

~pp..:henSl\e illlhe tiN place beneliled frum skills If.Jimng. Many siudenh in
Ihe moJerale gruup (SUbseelllln III. received SO Iraining and skil" Iraimng.
nlcrclore. Ihelrchallge scores may be a result ofbolh. Many indivlduab in Ihe
IIIlIJerale group would benclil from ,kills Iraining. This is nOl ne.:e"anly lrue
.., h,!!h CA sludenls. In facl. in a follow-up sludy of phamlacy ,Iuden" al
'\ubum Univ'ersily School of Phanna.:y. high CA sludenb received skills

\! ~lIling III addillon III Ihe SO prugram. Their change seores were idenllcalill
Iii,,,,: 01 rhe Wesl Virgmia Univ'ersllY high CA phamlacy Mudents. Therefore.
II J,...\ not appear Ihal ,kills Iraming aided m Ihe reduclion of Ihe high CA
,"Idem, Jn~ieIY. This docs IIlll mean Ihallhc high CA sludent did nol aC'Iulre
."IJIII'Hld) skills. Sm.:.: low CA sludents djd benefil from sli.lls Irammg. tlus
,<1\.1101) mdKales Ihe predKI1\C abilllY of Ihe in,lrumcnl.

ticularly pleasing in thaI optimal individual attention could no!
be given to each student. as the class sizes were still relali\\:h
~~. .
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APPENDIX A. PERSONAL REPORT OF COM-
MUNICATION APPREHENSION

Directions: Please indicate in the space provided the degree to which
each statement applies to you by marking whether you: I) Strongly
Agree. 2) Agree, 3) Are Undecided. 4) Disagree. or 5) Strongly
Disagree with each statement. There are no right or wrong answers.
Many of the statements arc quite similar to other statements. Do not be
concerned about Ihis. Work quickly, just record your first impression.

- I. I dislikepanicipatingin groupdiscussions.
- 2. Generally.Iamcomfonablewhilepanicipatingina group

discussion.

- 3. I am tense and nervous while panicipating in group
discussions.

- 4. I like to get involvedin groupdiscussions.
- 5. Engagingina groupdiscussionwithnew~ople makesme

tense and nervous.

- 6. I am calm and relaxed while panicipating in group
discussions.

- 7. Generally.I amnervouswhen I have to participate in a
meeting.

- 8. Usually I am calm and relaxed while panicipating in
meetings.

- 9. I am ,'ery calm and relaxed when I am called upon to
express an opinion al a meeting.

_10. I am afraid to cxpress myself at meetings.
~II. Communicating at mectlngs usually makes me

uncomfonable.
_12. I am very relaxed when answering questions at a meeting.
_13. While participaung in a conversation with a new acquaint.

am:e. I feel vcr)' ncrvou!>.
_14. I ha,'c no fcar of speaking up in conversations.
_15. Ordinarily. I am vcry ten,e and nef\'ous in conversations.
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_lb. Ordinarily. I am very calm and relaxed in comcr'aliom.
._17: While convcr~ing wilh a new acquainlance. I feel very

relaxcd.
I'm alraid to ~pcak up in com..:rsations.
I han: no fear 01 giving a s~ech.
Cenain pan~ of my body feel very ten~e and rigid while
gi\ing a s~ech.

---21. I fcel relaxed while giving a speech.
---22. My thoughts become confused ;md juml;>ledwhcn I an\'

gi\ing a s~ech.
---23. I face the pmspcct of giving a speech with confidence.
_24. While giving a speech I get Sllnervous. I forget fael\ I

really know.

_III.
_II).
---20.

APPENDIX B.

"BIRTH"

Floaling in darkness.
For what see/lled like an eternity,
I a/ll Ihrown upon a world
Of such light and intensity
That my head spins
And terror shakes my body.

I am suspended,
The whole world turned upside down.
Hanging on by somelhing that totally controls my desliny.
Should it let go.
I will surely perish.
I ha\'e no control at all.

Then a violent eruplion.
Pain pierces Ihrough my entire body.
I scream in pain to make
The world aware of my presence.
Ilotlk around,
And instead of compassion.
I see smiles spread across the faces
Of Ihose Ihat wilnessed the tonure I have just gone Ihrough.
Could il be'!
Arc these crealures really that sick?
Is it pleasurable for Ihem see my angui~h?
This must be a terribly sadi~tie world.
It is this thai I shall learn first and remember always.

APPENDIX C.

INFERENCE

A business man had just turned off the lights in the slore when a
man appeared and demanded money. The owner opened the cash
register. The contents of Ihe cash register were scooped up, and the
man ran away. A member of the police force was notified promptly.

****

1. A man appeared after the owner had turned off his store lighl\, f")
2. The robber was a man. (")

3. The man did not demand /IIoney. (F)
4. The owner upened Ihe ca~h register. (fl
5. After the man who demanded the money scooped up Ihe contenh of

the cash regisler, he ran away. (")
6. Wpale thc cash register colllained /IIoney. the StOTYdocs nOI slale

huw /IIuch. ('!)

Sp.;cial fcalurc~:

011beuer eJuc.lled. higher IQ group
hi some aWilTt.:ncssIhat Ihe suhlect ill\olves cornmuni':.Ilions

cl nol emotionally involved in the story
dl unly four sentences
e 1told explicitly. repeated. copied, etc.
t) only requiring ability to specify true. false or ?

APPENDIX D.

B.C. Problem Female Palient
You have Ju~t finished your last month of Demulen and slaned your
period. On day 5 of your cycle you arc to stan a new prescription fur
Ovral. Your gynecologist has switched you because he says Ihat the
Ovral is lower dosed and' 'you don't need as much of those homlOnes
in your syslem." A few friends have told you that if you arc going to
switch that it probably would be a good idea to use a spermiciual foam.
You go to the phamlacy and get a package of Emko foam from the
shelf. You walk up 10the phamlacist and say to him "00 I need to use
this?"

Don 't tell the pharmacist who recommended the use of the foam unless
he asks.

The Phamlacist will stan the conversation. . .

****

B.C. Problem Pharnlacist
A female customer walks up to the counter and puts down an Emko
foam kit. You start the conversation by asking. "Is there anything
else'!"

****

Role Play: B.C. Problem
Question(s): Does a patient switching from one binh control pill to

another need to use another method of contraception?
For how long? Under what conditions'! What infor-
mation might you want to give to a patient switching
pills'!

Problemls): *As a pharmacist you have very little information. You
just have a patient who asks "Dol need to use this"!"
.Pharmacist needs to establish what exactly the patient
means and under what conditions.
*Pharmacist must establish who gave the patient the
information about the foam. If it was her gynecologist.
should you dispute the information?
*Pharmacist must be careful not to insult the cus-
tomer's friends whether they arc right or not.
*You've got a worried patient who needs sound re-
assuring advice; not "iffy" information.

Solution(s): Since the patient is not stopping the pill (or has not
stopped), she docs not need to use the Emko foam. It is
imponantto let the patientknow that herperiodmay
not start at exactly the same time as it did when she was
using Demulen. Therefore. she won't need to worry
needlessly. The key to this .ituallon is obtainmg in-
fornlation in a conci~e. mature manner to establish that
the patient docs or does not need the foam (or another
method of contraception). It is the pharmacist's jlJbto
objectively evaluate the information and make an
informed. objective decision. There is no room for
making emotional value Judgments about where [he
patient obtained her information.

APPENDIX E. MEDICAL INTERVIEW

Imagine the following hypothetical situallon: On Ihe ad\l.:e of a
co-wllrker. Jusephine Wilcox has decided to consult Dr. Smull. BOlh
Josephine and Dr. Smith arc new to Ihe area and [0 d.1leh;I\'c no[ Ill..:!
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each other. Josephine plans to make a decision, based on what happens
the {irs, time she meets Dr. Smith, as to whether or not she will
continue seeing Dr. Smith. She also hopes to get some help for a
medical problem{s) she has.

Dr. Smith's patients are screened brietly by his nurse. The nurse has
indicated the following on Josephine's new patient file: Josephine
Wilcox, married, age 33, college professor, weight 14S, height 5'4",
BP 110.90, no known health problems. Stated rea,son for consultjng
MD: wants a reducing diet.

Further imagine that in advance of the scheduled office visit both
Josephine and the doctor are having the following thoughts in
anticipation.

Josephine: Darn, I wish this appointment were over! Normally I feel
preny intelligent and in control of things. But not so in a
doctor's office. . .there I really feel uncomfortable. Logi-
cally I know a doctor is no different than anyone else, but at
the gut level I still react like the doctor is really superior to
me. I do hope this doctor is understanding, not only about
my weight, but everything. I'm not sure I can tell him what
my problem really is. . .we'li just have to wait and see.

Doctor: I'm happy that my practice is beginning to grow. I'm
enjoying Linletown and its people very much. I'd like to
make the best impression possible on this Josephine Wil-
cox. . .and hopefully help her solve her problem.

The Actual Encounter

Doctor: Hello.. .you're Josephine Wilcox}
Josephine: Nods "yes."
Doctor: Please sit down and make yoursc:Jfcomfortable and don't

look so nervous. I won't bite. . .(smiles as he says this).
I'm Dr. Smith and I'm very pleased to meet you, Josephine.

Josephine: Thank you, doctor.
Doclur: (Consults chart) Hmm. . .(very serious tone of voice) You

want to lose weight'!
Josephine: Yes, very much.
Doclor: Why'! (without waiting for an answer) So you can look

bener for your husband, I suppose.
Josephine: Well, that's part of ii, sure.
Doctor: You know, Josephine, there is generally only one way to

lose weight. . .eat less and/or exercise more. You look as
though you exercise. . .is that right'!

Josephine: Oh, yes, I do.
Doctor: Glad to hear that: I wish more of my patienls did. You

realize thai junk food will have to go if you're really serious
about losing weight don't you'!

Josephine: Yeah, but really doctor, I don'l cat many junk foods.
Doctor: You know, Josephine. not Ihal I don't believe you. bUI

almosl everybody who comes in here for weighl control
tells me that.". .I'm always suspicious of people who say
they don't eat many junk foods. Junk foods arc jusl 100

available and 100 convenient for most of Us 10 .- "
Josephine: Well, maybe you're right, but I don't eal \"Cr.'nli...

just can't understand why I'm nOllosing we,gill \1'. "
and I cat just about the same things and she 10M\ I\ :.
last month. .

Doctor: Well. I'm trying to find out why you haven't losl ".\

Incidentally, your friend and you arc not alike Sl) I". "

you understand why we won't make comparison, :.
Now tell me about your drinking habits.

Josephine: Well, I don't drink very much.
Doctor: Everybody thinks he or she is a moderate drinker.. f .

much do you drink '!
Josephine: At most. one or two drinks a week. . .and that's onl~'.,~"

I go to the university faculty happy hour on Thur,,:c.
evening.

Doctor: (looks at Josephine). . .Hmm. . .I hope you eat brcaklJ'f .
Josephine: Oh yes.
Doctor: Well. let's sec. I'm going to give you a diet-it's prCI:',

self-explanatory. You follow it and let's see what hap(1l:"\
Before you leave, make an appointment for two week, fn>m
now and we'll check you then. (checks watch) Anythtn.
ebe? .

Josephine: Uh, no. I guess not. Thanks doctor. . .1'11see you in 1""
weeks.

APPENDIX F. COLLEGE HIERARCHY

\. (0.3) You are talking with your best friend.
2. (0.9) You are talking to a sales clerk in a department store.
3. (1.2) You are answering the telephone and do not know who's

calling.
4. (1.7) You are talking to a member of another race.
S. (2A) You are talking to a policeman in a restaurant.
6. (2.7) You are talking with a minister.
7. (3.2) You are about to talk with your academic advisor.
8. (3.9) You are trying to make conversation with your date whom

you have nOIdated previously.
9. (4.2) You are trying to make a point at a bull session. and you

notice that everyone is looking at you.
10. (4.5) Each person in a group discussion has gh'en his opinion and

it is your turn next.
II. (5.3) You are going in for an intef\'iew with a potential employcr.
12. (5.7) You are scheduled to gi\'e a presentation in a panel

discussion.
13. (6.1) You are to give a speech in class today.
14. (6.4) You are getting up to gi\'e a speech on a topic that the

previous speaker just covered thoroughly.
15. (6.7) Your instructor has just called on you to give an impromplu

speech.
16. (7.0) You are about to give your speech and you find that you have

lost your notes.
17. (7. I) It is Ihe night before an important speech and you arc not YCI

prepared.
18. (7.1) You have been asked to give a speech on a loealtelevislon

show.
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